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today, as well as for the Saturn and 
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Research is a hallmark of Wyman-
Gordon; its research and development 
teams have long been recognized as in-
dustryleadersinthedevelopmentof new 
techniques for advanced materials such 
as titanium and other space-age alloys. 
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~~ah, to be in &ngland now 
that c7lpril (or c7lugust or 
$anuary)'s there" 
By Ruth Trask 
~HE BRITISH ARE COMING! The British are 
coming! In fact, some of them have already landed and 
established a beachhead at Stoddard Residence. But all is 
not lost. A doughty band of WPI students has taken over a 
portion of the campus at the City University of London 
without even firing a shot! 
These friendly invasions were brought about through 
the recent implementation of the student exchange pro-
gram at WPI. Started just last spring, the program has 
already proved to be a remarkable success. 
"WPI students participating in the plan couldn't be 
more enthusiastic, especially about the project work in 
London," says William R. Grogan, '46, Dean of Under-
graduate Studies. "And the English students have been 
outstanding. All of the first group that came to WPI earned 
honor grades. Three of them remained in the United States 
during the summer to work on student projects involving 
environmental pollution problems and the Urban Car. They 
really got involved ." 
"All students whether studying under WPI Plan degree 
requirements or not are encouraged to participate. The only 
extra cost is the Boston to London student air fare," 
Grogan continued. 
At present there are five more English students spend-
ing a term at WPI. Although they have been here only a few 
months, they have plenty to say about WPI , their own 
univeristy, and the American way of life. 
Three WPI students, recently returned from England, 
answer in kind about City University, WPI, and the British 
way of life. 
Some of their remarks may sound irreverent or mind 
boggling, but they are honest. 
Here are the observations of eight who made the great 
exchange . 
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9c.ERTAINLY WOULDN'T MIND working in the 
USA," declares George Conabeer, who has become quite 
tuned in to the American scene after spending nearly four 
months on the hill. 
Conabeer, a born adventurer, is partial to high-heeled 
boots and Indian headbands. At 17 he dropped out of 
Hayes Grammar School in Middlesex determined to "go out 
into the real world of industry." 
"I was sick of education for the sake of education," he 
says . "As much as they tried they couldn't persuade me to 
stay on in school until I reached 18." 
George became employed by British Overseas Airways 
Corporation (BOAC) as an aircraft electrical engineering 
apprentice. After three years the company sent him to City 
University to study air-transport engineering under the 
work-study program. At present he is working toward his 
Bachelor of Science-Honors Degree, a five-year course. 
Being enrolled at a university has not diminished his 
love of adventure and travel. Last December he "surprised" 
one of his older married brothers in Sydney, Australia, by 
dropping in on him unexpectedly over the Christmas 
holidays. Adding frosting to the cake, he then flew off to 
Singapore in time to spend New Year's with his other 
brother who was serving there with the Australian Army. 
"I hope to get a job which entails travel, either as an 
engineering representative, flight engineer, or overseas base 
engineer," he says. 
At 22 Conabeer has already flown to places many of us 
can only dream about. It is a safe bet that he'll visit a lot 
more far-away places in his lifetime. 
"What I really want to be is the chairman of BOAC. If 
you aim high and fall short you are still doing well," he 
philosophized. 
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Right now he says he is getting a lot out of his 
experience at WPI. He admits that it is quite a change from 
City. 
"Pressurized," was his description of WPI after he was 
introduced to the work load doled out by the professors. 
"City University is tougher regarding the content of the 
courses, but WPI has by far the greater bulk of work," he 
explains. "But it doesn't concern me too much as we're in 
America for only one term. We can make time for other 
things.'' 
How does he rank the administrative staff and the 
professors of the two schools? 
"Competence is equally high when it comes to evalu-
ating the staff and the professors," he continued. "Both are 
reasonably informal. However," he hesitated, "the profes-
sors in England are not as friendly as they are here." 
Generally he feels that the texts used are comparable 
while WPI facilities are "slightly better." 
When asked about Gordon Library, he replied, "Oh, it 
is much better equipped than ours, with its music room and 
tapes and everything." 
On the other hand, he thinks that the laboratories are 
superior at his English university. 
George Conabeer 
And the dormitories? "At City we all have single 
rooms," he said. "The conditions are approximately the 
same in both places, although Stoddard is especially nice. 
Actually," he went on, "WPI reminds me of City in a 
number of ways. Especially in one respect." 
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What was that? 
"The number of girls on campus. At City we also have 
only a few. Not enough girls on either side of the Atlantic!" 
Then he prefers a co-ed campus? 
"Yes, yes, yes," came the prompt reply. "U.S. girls are 
so much less inhibited than English girls," he added, 
grinning. 
He admitted that he had made many good friends 
among WPI students. There was something about the 
Americans that troubled him, though. "They take sports far 
too seriously," he remarked. "Sports are much more fun at 
home." 
By sports George means "beer drinking, girls, and 
gliding. In that order. As a matter of fact," he says, "one of 
the other exchange students, Nabil Hamadeh, is a drinking 
companion of mine." 
When discussing part-time job opportunities over here 
and over there he said, "All of the English students receive 
either a government grant or a salary from a company while 
they are enrolled at a college or university. At City 
part-time jobs for students are very rare. At WPI they are 
good. Off-campus jobs are similar, while American wages 
are higher." 
How was he taking to the American way of life? "I'm 
enjoying social life a lot more here," he admits. 
Perhaps one of the reasons he is enjoying himself is that 
he is favorably impressed with Worcester. He says that it is 
a pleasant change from central London. 
Amerrcan food he is not terribly impressed with. Of 
campus food he says, "When it's good, it's great, but when 
it's bad - eek!" 
Off-campus vittles fare somewhat better, especially 
those from the fast food emporiums. He describes those 
three-minute delicacies as "appetizing, different, plentiful" 
and admits to being particularly fond of grinders. 
American TV? "Too many commericals." 
Drugs? "More of a problem on American campuses." 
Election? "Carnival." 
George Conabeer is doing very well right now as an 
exchange student at WPI. He says the program "has 
exceeded my expectations: social life good; people friendly 
and hospitable; courses very good; beer palatable; and girls 
amiable." 
He's even been trying to persuade some of his new 
American friends to attend City University for a term. 
Perhaps, then, because of his progress and enthusiasm, 
he can be forgiven for characterizing WPI as pressurized. 
Particularly since he classified the typical English college as 
pre-ordained! 
CfloR EIGHTEEN YEARS I have lived in a village on 
the Wirral peninsula near Liverpool in Cheshire," says 
20-year-old Paul Sparkes. "Our family consists of my 
mother, father (a master mariner), an older sister, and, of 
course, myself." 
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Sparkes attended primary school until he was eleven. 
Then he went on to grammar school where he took 
ordinary and advanced level exams. Three years ago he 
moved south to London where he entered the City 
University to take an honors degree in air-transport 
engineering. 
The course that he is presently taking is alternated with 
periods of industrial training at British European Airways, 
the company which is sponsoring part of his education. 
To Paul Sparkes, WPI appears to be optimistic. 
He thoroughly agrees with George Conabeer about the 
first-rate quality of Gordon Library. He calls it incredible. 
"At City , library facilities are bare at best; but the labs 
there are exceptionally good." 
So far he has been well pleased with the exchange 
program, even though he has sensed a difference in the 
approach to education. "The systems differ greatly. The 
American professors specify more work to be done, while 
the English professors expect the work to be done without 
stating it." 
He describes the WPI campus as "very handsome and 
somewhat reminiscent of City. But it is the people who 
make a college different," he explained. 
People such as girls? he was asked. Well, he did like a 
campus where there were girls. "To be honest, the 
American girls have so impressed me by their approach I 
have forgotten what English girls are like. I find American 
girls incredible," he chuckled. 
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From left, George Conabeer, Paul Sparkes, John Bertrand, Nabil 
Hamadeh, Derek Lawrence 
His comment on the drug problem was, "Americans 
don't seem to care." 
Unlike Conabeer, with whom he shares an apartment in 
London, he finds Worcester and the surrounding towns 
"not too attractive." But he did agree that the off-campus 
eateries did have better food and much better service than 
could be found on campus. 
Sparkes, who flies as a hobby and dreams of becoming a 
commercial pilot, apparently has discovered that WPI can 
be both fun and academically stimulating. 
"At City," he says, "the atmosphere is much more 
restful." 
He didn't sound one bit disappointed that somehow, 
WPI had been different. 
~y FAMILY was a little worried about my 
coming here," says Derek Lawrence. "This probably stems 
from the violent image American life has in England. 
However, they realized that it was probably the chance of a 
lifetime and for this reason they were very pleased when I 
was selected for the exchange program. My friends at first 
thought I was stupid, but when they realized I was really 
coming here, I began to notice some envy ." 
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Lawrence, one of a family of four children, is the only 
exchange student presently on campus who was born and 
raised in London. His father is employed as a draughtsman 
in the electricity supply industry and his mother works as a 
shorthand-typist in a school. 
He went directly from grammar school to the City 
University to study electrical and electronic engineering on 
an integrated four-and-one-half-year work-study course. His 
sponsor is British Insulated Callenders Cables, Ltd. (BICC), 
a company which makes cables and associated equipment. 
It is a large firm employing some 60,000 persons in Great 
Britain. It is connected with the General Cable Corp. of 
America and owns Phillips Cables of Canada. 
The 21-year-old junior says that he first heard about the 
exchange program through an advertisement in Newcity, 
which is the City University equivalent of the Tech News. 
"I'm glad I followed up on that advertisement," he 
admits. "The program has been much better than I thought 
it would be. The big surprise to me has been the friendliness 
of everybody we have met." 
After several months of study in America, he has come 
to believe that WPI students have to maintain a fast pace 
because of the seven-week terms. "At City," he continued, 
"the student gears himself to the examination at the end of 
the semester.'' 
Would English students spend their free time in the 
same way as American students? 
Derek Lawrence 
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"As far as movies go, yes," he replied . "Actually, we go 
to the theater more often because it is cheaper in England. 
We have fewer sports and do little camping because the 
weather is seldom good enough. All the students can drink 
at 18," he said, "so they go to the pubs. Also there are 
more discotheques at home, which are popular haunts, too. 
Personally I enjoy photography and doing mechanical work 
on cars." 
When queried about drugs he answered, "Drugs are far 
easier to obtain in America and for this reason more people 
appear to take safe drugs. The situation is similar in both 
England and America with hard drugs." 
Lawrence believes that American girls are more out-
wardly friendly. "In England," he says, "if a girl has a 
steady boyfriend, she will not go out with anybody else, 
but here it is not the case. The American girls are more 
independent. They seem to respond faster to a growing 
relationship." 
An electrical engineering major, Lawrence hopes some-
day to "find a job that I enjoy which is sufficiently 
rewarding to enable me to enjoy life." He intends to find 
that job outside of Great Britain. 
He appears already to be enjoying his visit to WPI. In 
fact, he says, "I have had a really great time here so far and 
I wouldn't think twice about coming back. I shall certainly 
recommend the exchange program to all my friends at City 
University.'' 
PoPLE HERE seem to enjoy work more," com-
ments Nabil Hamadeh, a junior in air-transport engineering. 
"And they are quite mobile. They drive long distances for a 
weekend or even a day out." 
After making the second observation he added almost 
wryly, "Cars here are not made to last and they don't!" (A 
thought which has undoubtedly crossed most Americans' 
minds!) 
Hamadeh moved to England from Jordan in 1968. For 
two years he studied at Blackpool College of Technology 
and Art. At Blackpool he played on the varsity basketball 
and table tennis teams. 
Later he was admitted to Manchester University, where 
he studied aeronautical engineering for six months. Last 
year he transferred into the air-transport engineering course 
at City. Although at Manchester he was taking the straight 
three-year course, at City he is now starting out on the 
work-study plan and is awaiting an industrial sponsor. He is 
not eligible for a government grant, so he is . currently 
paying his own way through college. 
Hamadeh is fully in favor of the student exchange 
program. But he disagrees with the other London students 















"Considering the amount of free time available at WPI, 
the curriculum is much more rigorous at City. Also," he 
continues, "I'd rate the facilities here as only good. At 
home they are very good to excellent. The problem at WPI 
is that there is no student union building. We have a good 
one on our campus." 
All in all, he does approve of WPI in particular and the 
Worcester area in general. "It reminds me of the Surrey area 
in England," he comments. 
When comparing English and American girls, Hamadeh 
notes : "English girls are more formal, especially with dress. 
American girls are more attractive than beautiful. They 
have slightly masculine features, which give them a dif-
ferent style." 
He has discovered that diversions in the two countries 
are varied . He says, "The British spend more time in the 
pubs. The Americans spend more time on the playing field. 
I myself like to swim and play soccer, snooker, and tennis . I 
also like to drink and go out with girls." 
Like the rest of his fellow students from the City 
Univeristy, he was interested in the quality of beer in both 
countries. While the majority thought that American beer 
was palatable, they agreed that in England there was much 
more variety available. 
In spite of this "shortcoming," Nabil Hamadeh has 
found the exchange program "quite impressive. The aca-
demic and social life have been outstanding and I wouldn't 
hesitate to recommend the Plan to anyone." 
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~EN John Bertrand, 22 , announced to his 
family and friends that he was going to America, they were 
aghast. 
"We think you have courage, but what about your 
sanity?" they inquired. 
Undoubtedly Bertrand recalled those remarks when, 
finally in America, he caught sight of his first armed 
policeman. (In England they go unarmed .) But he stayed 
anyway, and he has not been disappointed . 
This natty dresser from Northampton says that he was 
"a standard English kid." At 16 he received his general 
certificate of education - ordinary level and at 18 he 
passed the advanced level. 
At City he is taking a five-year "thin sandwich course" 
which includes six months of academic work alternating 
with six months of study which will ultimately lead to a BS 
in civil engineering. 
During his industrial period he works for a contract ing 
civil engineering firm. The company pays him during the 
work portion of the program. During the academic term at 
City his expenses are paid by an outright government grant, 
which, he is happy to say, does not ever have to be repaid. 
His industrial periods have taken him to Coventry, 
Nottingham, Cambridge, and to his own home town of 
Northampton. He has worked on reservoir, subway, sewer-
age, and large water tank projects. 
Bertrand considers that the exchange program and WPI 
have been very good experiences. "The program has made 
me realize the differences in our educational systems," he 
says. "Because of the volume of knowledge that has to be 
John Bertrand 
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Northampton Hall, City University of London 
Periodicals Library with Celestial Globe, City University 
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covered in seven weeks, WPI has the harder curriculum," he 
continues. "On the other hand, City University work is 
more difficult in terms of in-depth consideration." 
He agrees with his countrymen that the lack of a 
student union at WPI is a distinct disadvantage. 
"At City our student union is excellent. It has a 
bar-lounge that seats 250; a TV room; music room; dark-
room; and a snooker, table tennis and billiard area. There is 
an art center and student information desk. The building 
also houses the offices of the student-elected committees 
that organize student affairs." 
"The double-room dormitory accommodations at WPI 
are very good," he went on . "However, I prefer the single 
rooms at City. Also I like the idea of having sheets and 
blankets provided free like they are at home. I don't like 
the limited visiting hours at the dorms. (Nobody is allowed 
in your room after 2 a.m.) And having porters at the dorm 
entrances is sometimes good , sometimes bad ." 
Afterhours, according to Bertrand the average English 
student is more likely to be found quaffing a beer at a pub 
or competing at a game of darts than engaging in the rough 
and tumble sports to which his American counterpart is 
addicted. 
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Across Northampton Square, the University Building, opened in 
1970 
"We rarely· engage in team sports," he says. "It's too 
difficult. The nearest playing field is five miles away from 
the campus. 
"All of us enjoy bird-watching, though," he smiled. 
"Even the WPI students." 
Birds like robins and blue jays? he was asked. " No . Like 
blondes and brunettes." 
He admitted that he was attracted to American girls but 
felt there was too much similarity in their manner of dress . 
"English girls, " he explained, "are more conscious of their 
clothing and themselves. They like their hair and makeup to 
be different from the next girl's ." 
Some of Bertrand's passing remarks about the American 
scene : "There is a vast difference between English and 
American beer. American beer is like German lager beer, 
less fattening than the twenty-ounce servings of English 
beer, which is made from hops. - American drivers like to 
hear their tires squeal. - Electrical goods, records, and jeans 
are cheaper here. - In America the days seem longer 
because everyone works and plays harder." 
John Bertrand doesn't seem to mind the length of 
American days - or nights. He's making the most of them. 
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6 VERY ONE ELSE was as thrilled as I was when I was 
selected as an exchange student," says Keith Corman, '73, 
one of the first WPI participants in the exchange program. 
Keith, whose future ambition is to be self-employed in 
the field of construction and development, is a civil engi-
neering student from Bolton, Mass. 
How had he heard of the exchange plan? 
"One day a professor mentioned the program to me," 
he explained. "It sounded interesting so I filled out an 
application. After being interviewed by a selection com-
mittee and recommended by two faculty members, I was 
told that I had been accepted. Before I knew it I was 
winging my way to the City University of London." 
"In the beginning I didn't know what to expect," he 
said. "I wanted to do some traveling. I wanted to meet 
people. I wanted to live and study in a different environ-
ment. The exchange program let me do all those things. It 
made me very happy." 
Corman lived nearly five months in London. He had 
time to get to know the people around him, time to get to 
know City University. 
Comparing City to WPI he says, "City is apt to be more 
tradition bound. WPI is more inventive. Engineering sub-
jects are difficult no matter where they are taught. Courses 
at both schools seem to be of equal depth. But WPI has a 
much more diverse curriculum by far." 
At City he was interested in the differences and simi-
larities between the two schools that he noticed almost 
daily. One of those differences concerned the faculty. 
The WPI professors are definitely better according to 
his judgment. He found the professors at City were 
reasonable but not exceptional when it came to attitude 
and competence. Keith feels that they probably make 
better engineers than teachers. 
Keith Corman 
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He has kinder words for the English textbook system. 
He says, "In general English students are not required to 
purchase books. The instructor will usually recommend 
several texts that may be consulted in the library. These 
books are mostly by American authors, so they are no 
better or worse than those used at WPI." 
Corman was amazed that City University, which is 
about the same size as WPI, has the capacity to house twice 
as many students, all in single rooms. "And they even 
provide daily maid service in the dorms," he recalls. 
He was equally enthusiastic about the English student 
union (described earlier), which seems to provide almost 
every diversion any hard-working student could wish, 
including daytime movies and four cafeterias. 
"Compare that with Daniels Snack Bar," he comments. 
Was there a difference in attitude between students at 
City and WPI? "Particularly in the area of student 
government," he remarked. "City students take student 
government participation more seriously than we do here," 
he explained. "Over there student government meetings 
draw nearly 60 per cent of the student population. I believe 
this is because their government is completely independent 
from the administration. Their government is an instrument 
of the students and not an instrument of the administra-
tion, as it is here." 
Commenting on how the exchange program was han-
dled he said, "I did have a wonderful time and I did learn a 
lot, but things could be improved." 
He explained: "Naturally the administrators of the 
program are interested in the scholastic angle. I believe this 
should be played down a bit. London is a beautiful place. 
There is plenty to do and plenty to learn from just being 
there. If future exchange students have the chance to travel 
as I did (Scotland, Germany, and Scandinavia) they could 
learn a lot more. It's a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 
"I would break down my educational experience like 
this : 10 per cent in the classroom and 90 per cent outside. 
Therefore in choosing future exchange students, scholastics 
should be a lesser factor. Students should be selected 
according to their sincere desire to go, no matter what the 
reasons." 
d MES SHARON, a civil engineering major whose Cl~areer goal is "to be a registered professional 
engineer and enjoy my job," has found that while "the City 
University is slow, WPI is difficult." 
Prior to entering WPI Sharon attended Marlborough 
(Mass.) High School. Like Corman he was a varsity athlete, 
earning letters in football, baseball, and basketball. 
His out-of-school activities included billiards, reading, 
golfing, and a summer job with the Marlborough Forestry 
Department. 
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At WPI he played baseball as a freshman. Now a senior, 
he looks back on his months in London mostly with 
pleasure. "The atmosphere at City was decidedly dif-
ferent," he says. 
In spite of the "difficult" rating he gave WPI, he 
discovered that English students at City have their prob-
lems, too. For example they have very little choice in 
deciding what courses they are to take. "At WPI we can at 
least choose our courses more freely." 
He had a mixed reaction to the English girls, remarking 
that "English girls aren't as pretty as American girls on the 
average. And they are much harder to get to know. But 
once you do get to know them ... well, that's a different 
story!" 
Sharon felt that he and the other WPI students had 
been well received on campus and that the exchange 
program had been beneficial to him, both academically and 
otherwise. 
"I managed to get in a considerable amount of traveling 
on the side," he says. "I went through all of England, 
Scotland, Belgium, and Holland, which was an education in 
itself." 
He says he would recommend the program to a friend 
"if it wasn't an important semester at WPI. But if he were 
going to England, there is one thing I'd have to warn him 
about." 
What was that? 
"The weather. It's rainy." 
English-born George Conabeer was more explicit than 
that. He called it stinking! 
9.AS AMAZED at the poor picture they [the 
English] seem to get of what the U.S. is like," says Ron 
Bohlin, '7 3. "It's not at all accurate. I was surprised by the 
number of people who wouldn't want to visit America." 
Bohlin's life in America has been a good one. A small 
town boy (from West Boylston, Mass.), he has always 
immersed himself in whatever activities were available. 
While a student at West Boylston High School, he ran 
cross-country and was a member of the soccer team and the 
chess club. He also belonged to the Varsity Club, yearbook 
staff, and the mathematics club. 
He even found time for a job as a ski instructor at Ward 
Hill in Shrewsbury. 
Once enrolled at WPI, he was off and running again -
this time in freshman track and football. He joined Phi 
Gamma Delta Fraternity and the ski club. Last summer he 
took a job with the American Telephone & Telegraph 
Company in Boston. 
Ron Bohlin's life so far has been busy and varied. He 
has found the spirit of America definitely to his liking. But, 
after recovering from the shock of what the British thought 
of his country, he fitted himself rather easily into campus 
life at City. "Friendships followed a very natural course. We 
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"The university dormitories were exceptional," he 
continued. "So was the student union. But the rules were a 
bore. At home the dorms are lacking in facilities for both 
academic and free-time pursuits; however, WPI does allow 
the necessary freedoms to make up for it." 
City University itself goes in for ultraspecialization , 
which is not good, he feels. "At WPI we have a better 
educational experience, but we do not get as much specific 
knowledge," he declared. "Also I think that WPI is more 
demanding in the course work required and in the actual 
time spent doing mechanical things. The City University 
seemed to require much more piecing-together of the 
relevant aspects of the theoretical. This is a direction in 
which WPI appears to be moving, and that is good ." 
At WPI Bohlin is majoring in management engineering. 
In England he attended the Graduate School of Business at 
City. His ultimate goal is to end up in the field of business 
administration, possibly in staff-nature management or 
consulting. He is also ·keeping his options open. He may 
work for his MBA or DBA degrees so that he could go into 
college teaching . 
Because of his interest in teaching he took a hard look 
at the professors and staff at City. His verdict? "At WPI 
they seem far superior in every respect." 
Regarding textbooks he says, "The English system 
appears to rely much less on textbooks and much more on 
lectures and related research." 
Bohlin is a sports buff (skiing, tennis, and mountain 
climbing) and as such was interested in the sports program 
at City. " Over there they are less competitive," he says, 
"and not well organized, but they do encourage participa-
tion. At WPI we are more competitive and organized, but 
more dedication is required, too." 
High Voltage Engineering Laboratory and electrical and electronic 
engineering buildings, City University 
Comparing the habits of his English friends with those 
at WPI he observes: "The English do not travel nearly as 
much as we do. That's the most obvious thing. Also they 
tend to study less per night and spread things out more, 
even to the point of studying on the weekend. [ ! - Ed.] At 
WPI we will cram for a night and then do nothing the next 
night. 
How does he feel about the exchange program now? 
"I got from the program everything I wanted and 
expected," he replied. "It did require a bit more manipulat-
ing on my part than I had bargained for, because no one 
was really ready for us and we had to make all our own 
arrangements." 
He felt that the British students had somewhat of an 
edge over the WPI students in the program. "They have 
sponsors who pay for their expenses," he explained. "We 
had to pay our own way. Also the grades they received at 
WPI don't count toward their graduation. The grades we 
received at City do." 
He laughed, perhaps a bit enviously. "No wonder 
they're having such a great time over here." But he thought 
for a moment and then remarked: "Oh, well, no matter. I 
had a great time over there, too." 
~S THE EXCHANGE PROGRAM moves 
into its second year, the cross-pollination of ideas between 
WPI and City University students increases. As the partici-
pating students have noted, the exchange program offers 
them a unique opportunity to expand their personal 
horizons, partly by exposure to another college and another 
educational tradition, but mostly by the fact of living in a 
different country and being able to experience first-hand 
the strengths and diversity of a different culture. • 
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Semester Abroad 'f w .riw' , 
II NEXT YEAR l 'M GO\NG 
TO TAKE A COURSE IN 
ITALIAN BEFORE l COME 
OVER HERE." 
"l'VE SEEN ITALLONT.V." 
''l'M GETTING A LOT OUT 
OF THIS---- Ll\l\NG THE 
WA'< THE NATIVES DO." 
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II l1VE GOT so MANY 
PRESENTS TO BUY 
FOR RELATlVES.1 I 
OON'T HAVE T\ME 10 
GOTO CL/\SSES.'' 
"HE WANTS EXTRA. 
CREDIT BECAUSE HE 
SA'YS SE~LNG Tl-t E" 
FOLUES BERGERE \S 
Af.J EOUCATIONAL 
EX PER\ ENCE.." 
,, 
"NO WONDER WE 
AMERICANS GET A BAD 
NAME. LOOK HOW THOSE 
TOUR\STS ARE DRESSED.'' 
''I ~UST MET THE 




Bellillero~ at the Branibridge; 
<Brr, 
fllatt' s in ~our Ramer 
93y c7lnonymous 
(C(i)ith tongue-in-cheek apologies 
to the following members of the C(s[)fP9 ${lumni c57{ssociation.) 
-neVILLEROY and his HARDY TROOP sat 
)J.;I DOWNE on the LONG STONE BENSCH. 
The WATERS did RIPPLE AGIN and AGIN 
against the BANKS of the POND as the FURST 
STARR ROSE. 
"I PRAY YULE GRANT us the WRIGHT to 
HUNT and FISH for CHOW, your GRACE," said 
GALLANT BARON McDONALD. "We've had 
NARY a SWALLOW since DAY began. MAY we 
go?'' 
PRINCE DeVILLEROY'S PAN showed TRUE 
PAINE. His eye did PIERCE the VALE of 
KNIGHT. 
"In the LITE FROM BURGER CASTLE on 
the FARR SHORE I CAN see the KING, his 
CHAMBERLAIN and the SARGENT DOWNING 
BACON, BUCK, and BEERS. They'll be FULOP 
on the MORROW. They'll POPP their ARMOUR 
and we SHELL WIN the BATTLE." 
The PRINCE did PRESS McDONALD's RIST. 
"As for you, FRIEND," he said, "Take the BEST 
KADETS to that BALDWIN APPLEYARD in the 
VALLEE. Fill these SACKS with LOTZ of 
14 
PICKENS. And let no PERSON UTTER ORR 
HASZARD a sound. KING ARTHUR and his 
HENCHMAN GAMBLE that we are WEEKS WEST 
of this PARK. Yet NOTT but the BLACK of this 
JUNE KNIGHT is our SANCTUARY." 
"OMAN," McDONALD exclaimed. "I'll take 
BETTS that each OFFICER and CADET WILL 
AMEND this RULE and seek to SHAIR MOORE. 
If they could FIELD a DOE-." 
DeVILLEROY's TONE was CROSS. "No 
SCHOTT SHELL be HURD," he said. "'Ere you 
WILL be a HUNTER STUCKE into a COFFIN 
with the ROYAL KING dancing at your WAKE!" 
The GROOP LUEFT and were LONG gone. 
Upon their return they did CARY MOORE THAN 
the SACKS that were expected. 
"The BRANCH PICKENS were WERME and 
SAUER but these FROM the BAKER's dozen were 
SWEET," explained McDONALD. "Meet SYLVIA, 
PENNEY, JOYCE, and GILDA, your GRACE. 
They COOK." 
DeVILLEROY laughed. "Do they know a 
GILL FROM a FINN," he TEAZEd. "WA TT 
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BRASS, McDONALD! We CAN NOTT COOK 
where we'll be SEIN by the COURT ARCHERs. 
And these HUSSEY s might HOLLER if they go. 
You FOX! I should KLAUBER you!" 
The ANGELL with the BROWN LOCKE 
POLKing FROM HERR BONNET smiled and 
DeVILLEROY was a MOODY CRABB no 
MOORE. Even his JEALOUS HAIGHT of the 
KING who had stolen his JEWELL, "It EBBS," he 
thought. 
But in the EARLY GRAY of DAY, the 
HAIGHT returned. He did LOVE the FAMILY 
DIAMOND that the KING did HYDE inside the 
CASTLE WAHL. 
In a LOW BELLO DeVILLEROY commanded, 
"Let each ABEL MANN WAKE and so to BAT-
TLE! Be WARY of the ROY AL ARCHERs. Sir 
HEBERT's swimmers will HACK the DRAW-
BRIDGE tethers so it WILL FALL and then the 
TROOPs CAN FORD the WATERS. Once inside 
the CASTLE either SLAUGHTER ORR CLAPP 
the COURT in IRONS . I'll get the FAMILY 
JEWELL." 
The swimmers did HACK with HAMMER and 
STEELE the DRAWBRIDGE BONDS and it did 
FALL open half WAY. By then the ARCHERs on 
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the CASTLE SPIRES had WOLK. They SCHOTT 
STORMS of arrows among the KADETS. The 
COURT CANNON roared, but no BALL or 
SHARP SHANK hit one MANN beneath the CAPE 
of FOGG. 
"Neither our KADETS nor the ROY AL 
BRIDGMAN CAN get the DRAWBRIDGE up 
ORR DOWNE," reported SWIFT MESSINGER 
LENNY LIGHTFOOT. 
"I protest the LAK of LIBERTY in this 
BATTLE, the LAK of planning, and the LAK of 
food," interrupted DeVILLEROY's advocate, 
WILLIAMS KUENZLER. 
"BUTTON up, BONE HEAD," DeVILLEROY 
demanded. "And you, McDONALD, tell the 
TROOP to break CAMP. In MAY when the FOGG 
lifts and the DRAWBRIDGE is DOWNE, we'll 
make a TRIPP back. By that time the BRAUNy 
Duke of NELSON-HALL WILL be ABEL to join 
us and give us HART.'' 
"No WARR today?" his FRIEND asked, as he 
did PYLE SHIELDS on a STUMPP. 
"No WARR today," DeVILLEROY replied. 
"The PRICE could be too GRIMM." 
"AW NUTTs," sighed McDONALD who 




If you haven't been back to campus in the past couple 
of months, you will be surprised at what's happened 
to Boynton Hill. The city of Worcester is making Insti -
tute Road, which skirts the southern edge of the 
campus, into a major traffic artery. To cope with the 
increased traffic flow and increased vehicular speeds 
anticipated, they have taken over a part of the base of 
the hill, nearly straightening out the curve at that point. 
The photographs on these pages show some of the 
stages in the work on the hill. A retaining wall is to be 
constructed along the edge. 
This is a move which all of us at WPI were concerned 
about, but determined action by the college adminis-
tration in cooperation with city officials resulted in a 
compromise that successfully retained much of the 
land-and the trees- originally scheduled for removal. 
This action comes at a time when WPI has petitioned 
the City Council to close off West Street at Institute 
Roa9 (see November Newsbriefs), in order to reduce 
traffic hazards and unify the two campus "islands" on 
either side of West Street. The college hopes that the 
closing of West Street and the takeover of part of the 
hill will, in essence, represent an exchange of land in 
the public interest. 
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A remarkable view showing the extent of the cut -
and the city's reasons for wanting to straighten out the 
the street. 








Mr. and Mrs. Ken Blaisdell, '40, 
Winners of the Tailgate Picnic Competition. 
We won the ball game, 
and everyone had a ball. 
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WILLIAM A. JORDAN, '02 
William A. Jordan, the former New York 
sales manager for Essex Wire Corp. (Fort 
Wayne, Ind.), passed away in New York 
City on October 13, 1972. 
He was born August 31, 1876 at Sutton, 
P.O., Canada and graduated in 1902 as a 
mechanical engineer from WPI where he 
was a member of Phi Gamma Delta 
Fraternity. 
Prior to his 30-year association with 
Essex as New York manager, he saw 
service as a sales engineer for Anaconda 
Wire & Cable Co., New York City. At one 
time he was a partner in Jordan and Wilds, 
Sales Engineers, New York. For two years 
he was also vice president, United Motors 
Service Division, General Motors, Detroit, 
Mich. Other companies he was associated 
with were American Vulcanizing Fibre Co., 
Wilmington, Del.; Charles Warner Co., 
Wilmington; Stephen T. Williams & Staff, 
Industrial Engineers, New York City; C. 
W. Hunt Company, Staten Island, N.Y.; 
and Sullivan Machinery Company, Clare-
mont, N.H. 
From 1962 until his death he was a 
consulting sales engineer for Essex Wire 
Co. 
Mr. Jordan, who was a former president 
of the New York chapter of the Alumni 
Association, was a life member of ASM E. 
He also belonged to the Empire State 
Society, Sons of the American Revolution 
and the New York Athletic Club. 
CHARLES L. TUCKER, '06 
Charles L. Tucker, 89, died August 13 in 
Worcester. 
A North Brookfield native, he graduated 
from WPI and was later employed as a 
chemist for Felton & Son Distillery, Boston, 
for more than 50 years prior to his retire-
ment in 1954. 
He was a member of the American 
Chemical Society and The Tech Old 
Timers Club. At one time he was on the 
Board of Managers of the Boston Chapter 
of the Alumni Association. 
HOWARD B. WARREN, '09 
Howard B. Warren passed away on May 




He graduated from WPI as a chemist. 
After working for a time as a chemist, he 
took over the operation of an X-ray 
laboratory. He retired in 1950. 
RALPH D. WHITMORE, '09 
Ralph D. Whitmore, 84, an eminent 
mechanical engineer in the motion picture 
industry for three decades, died in New 
York City on October 13, 1972 following a 
long illness. 
He was born in Sunderland, Mass. As a 
student at WPI he was president of his 
class and of Theta Upsilon Omega, now 
Sigma Phi Epsilon. He was also a member 
of Sigma Xi and Tau Beta Pi. 
After receiving his MS in engineering 
from WPI in 1911, he taught at Tsing Hua 
College in Peking, China, unti l 1917. Back 
in the U.S.A. he taught engineering at 
WPI. From 1929 until 1960 he was in 
charge of machine design and film proc-
essing in the New York laboratories and 
in research and development of 20th 
Century-Fox Film Corp. 
In 1961 he received an Academy Award 
for outstanding technical achievement in 
the conversion of Cinemascope and in 
1966 he was elected a Fellow by the 
Society of Motion Picture and Television 
Engineers. 
During World War 11 he served as chief 
of design section at Harvard University in 
the Underwater Sound Laboratories for 
the U.S. Navy. 
Mr. Whitmore was a civic leader in 
New Rochelle, N.Y., and as director of the 
Charter League, he successfully pressed 
for civic reform, resulting in the establish-
ment of the city manager form of govern-
ment. He was president of the East End 
Association and the New Rochelle Schol-
arship Fund. 
He was a professional engineer in 
Massachusetts, a member of ASME, and 
served as a consultant for the U.S. Signal 
Corps and the National Film Board of 
Canada. 
FRED W. KENNEDY, '11 
Fred W. Kennedy passed away May 7, 1972 
in North Carolina. 
He was born June 3, 1888 in Brockton, 
Mass. He graduated from WPI as a 
mechanical engineer and worked for 
American Steel and Wire, Worcester, for 
four years. For 31 years he was with Graton 
& Knight Co. Later he joined Hans Rees' 
Sons in Asheville, N.C., as a superintendent. 
In 1956 he retired as works manager from 
W. E. Byron & Sons of Maryland, Williams-
port, Md. 
Mr. Kennedy was a member of Alpha 
Tau Omega Fraternity and Tau Beta Pi. 
ROGER E. KING, '11 
Roger E. King, 84, passed away September 
24, 1972 in Worcester. 
A Worcester native, for many years he 
worked in the former Worcester Bank & 
Trust Co. Until his retirement in 1950 he 
was with George A. Smith Co. 
ERNEST B. NORTON, '15 
Ernest B. Norton died May 2, 1972 in 
Eureka Springs, Arkansas. 
He graduated from WPI as an electrical 
engineer in 1915. For a number of years 
he worked as a purchasing agent for the 
Milwaukee & Suburban Transport Corp. 
in Wisconsin. He retired in 1961. 
E. TAYLOR WARREN, '15 
E. Taylor Warren, 78, the former president 
of the U.S. division of Tata Iron and Steel 
Company, New York City, died July 29, 
1972 in Bridgeport, Conn. 
Mr. Warren was born in St. Albans, Vt. 
in 1894 and was later graduated from WPI 
as a civil engineer. He was a member of 
Skull and Sigma Alpha Epsilon. For 11 
years he was a blast furnace consultant 
for the Tata Company in Jamshedpur, 
India. While in India he was financial 
chairman of the Vellore Christian Medical 
College and Hospital. 
Mr. Warren was a past president of the 
Pittsburgh Chapter of the Alumni Associa-
tion, and a member of AIME and the 
Eastern States and Chicago Blast Furnace 
and Coke Oven Association. 
HAROLD M. TOOMBS, '16 
Harold M. Toombs, 78, chief engineer at 
Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel for 28 
years, died in October in Oak Park, Illinois. 
A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., he graduated 
from WPI as a civil engineer. During his 
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lifetime he was chief engineer at three of 
the world's largest organizations of their 
kind: The Western Felt Works; the Chicago 
Division of Armour & Co.; and Chicago's 
Conrad Hilton Hotel. 
Mr. Toombs was noted throughout his 
profession as an expert in mechanical re-
frigeration . He wrote artkles on the subject 
for the National Provisioner and was author 
of a textbook used in a home study course 
in air conditioning and refrigeration . 
He was a member of Phi Gamma Delta, 
the Chief Engineers Association, and the 
National Association of Practical Refrigera-
tion Engineers. 
CHARLES HOLLERITH, '17 
Charles Hollerith, chairman of the board of 
Hollerith-Willis Printing Co., Jackson, 
Michigan, died March 29, 1972. 
He was born in Washington, D.C., on 
December 30, 1893. In 1917 he received 
his BS in mechanical engineering from 
WPI where he was a member of Alpha Tau 
Omega Fraternity and Tau Beta Pi. 
During his career Mr. Hollerith had been 
president of the Magnechase Corporation, 
Jackson, Mich.; vice president of Walstrom 
Products, Inc., and Walstrom Marine, Inc., 
Harbor Springs, Mich .; vice president and 
director of Aeroquip Corporation, Jackson , 
Mich. 
He had also been associated with Hayes 
Industries, Inc., in Jackson, Midwest 
Engine Company and Nordyke and 
Marmon, Inc. 
Mr. Hollerith designed products and 
equipment that helped to revolutionize a 
number of industries. Millions of automo-
tive mufflers sold by Hayes Industries to 
leading automotive firms included one or 
more of his inventions. The Walstom firm 
manufactured the marine accessories he 
designed and Aeroquip marketed a break-
away coupling that he patented . Aircraft 
wheels and brakes and other parts used 
exclusively during World War II on B-17, 
B-24 , B-29 and B-32 bombers were his 
invention . Hotpoint took out a license to 
manufacture the Hollerith dishwasher and 
Yardman, Inc., has been producing power 
mowers of his dt:sign for many years. 
He also received patents on cooking 
appliances, printing equipment, and dinghy 
and davit stabilizing equipment for boats. 
In 1963, having 75 patents to his credit, 
he was honored as one of Michigan's 55 
outstanding living inventors. In 1964 he 
received the Robert H. Goddard award for 
professional achievement from the WPI 
Alumni Association . 
Mr. Hollerith was a member of the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, the Society of Automotive 
Engineers and ASM E. For many years he 
was a leader in the Junior Achievement 
program in Jackson , Mich. 
MALCOLM J. QUIMBY, '20 
Malcolm J. Quimby, 75, passed away 
suddenly on August 6 in New Bedford, 
Massachusetts. 
Mr. Quimby, who was born in Wild-
wood, New Jersey, graduated as an elec-
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trical engineer from WPI. For forty years he 
was employed by the New England Elec-
tric Co. and the New England Power Co. 
As a resident of Sharon, he served as a 
water commissioner for a number of years. 
ALBERT H. PENDLETON, '23 
Albert H. Pendleton, a retired partner in 
the law firm of Pendleton, Neuman, 
Williams & Anderson , Chicago, passed 
away October 10, 1972. 
He was born in Lebanon , Conn., on 
March 15, 1901, later graduating from 
WPI as an electrical engineer. He also 
graduated from Duquesne Law School in 
1927. 
From 1923 to 1927 he served as an 
associate attorney in the Patent Depart-
ment of Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., 
East Pittsburgh, Pa . From 1927 to 1972 
he was a partner in the firm of Pendleton, 
Neuman. Williams, & Anderson . He re-
tired in January, but remained as counsel. 
Mr. Pendleton , a former president of the 
Chicago Chapter of the Alumni Associa-
tion, was a member of the American Bar 
Association , C~icago Bar Association, 
Patent Law Association of Chicago (Presi-
dent 1957), Bar Association of the 
Seventh Federal Circuit, American Patent 
Law Association, and American Judicature 
Society. 
URBAN R. LAMAY, '25 
Urban R. Lamay, 68, passed away in July 
in Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania . 
He was born in Holyoke, Mass., and 
graduated with a degree in electrical 
engineering from WPI in 1925. After 
graduation he joined the General Electric 
Company in Schenectady, N.Y. He retired 
in 1969 as an engineer with the Philadel-
phia division of the company following 43 
years of service. 
Mr. Lamay was a member of Theta Chi, 
Skull, and the Quarter Century Robert 
Good Chapter of G. E. He was president 
of the Senior Citizens Club of Drexel Hill. 
GEORGE L. SANDERS, '26 
George L. Sanders, 68 , of Natick , Massa-
chusetts, passed away last summer. 
He was a Western Union employee for 
41 years. He was also a Mason and a 
member of the Natick Square Riggers . 
LESTER G. JAQUITH, '27 
Lester G. Jaquith died suddenly at his 
summer home in Annisquam , Massachu-
setts on August 12, 1972. He was 67 
years old . 
He was born in Clinton, enrolled at 
WPI, and was graduated from the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire. He was a 
member of Theta Chi Fraternity. 
Prior to his retirement in 1969, he was a 
mechanical engineer at the U.S. Naval 
Shipyard in Charlestown. 
RALPH V. KARLSON, '28 
Ralph V. Karlson , 68, died in Bradenton, 
Florida, on August 17, 1972. 
A Worcester native, he graduated from 
WPI as a mechanical engineer. He went to 
work for the Texas Oil Co. in 1928. In 
1969 he retired as assistant chief engineer 
for Texaco. 
LESTER W. FRANK, '29 
Lester W. Frank, 65, died of gunshot 
wounds inflicted by an apparent would-be 
robber in Painesville , Ohio, on September 
3 , 1972. 
The retired director of rates and eco-
nomic research, Western Massachusetts 
Electric Co., Springfield , he was born in 
Boston and graduated from WPI as an 
electrical engineer. Mr. Frank was a 
member of Lambda Chi Alpha and the 
former president of the Connecticut Valley 
Chapter of the Alumni Association. He also 
was a member at large from that chapter 
and served on the Fund Board . 
A registered professional engineer, his 
professional societies included the Ameri-
can Marketing Association and the Western 
Massachusetts Engineering Society. 
ROGER T. GRISWOLD, '30 
Roger T. Griswold, 66 , died September 1, 
1972 in St. Petersburg, Florida . 
A mechanical engineer, he was born in 
Worcester and served a number of years as 
a design engineer at Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft Corp., East Hartford, Conn. Mr. 
Griswold, who was retired in 1967, was a 
former trustee of Barrington (R .I.) Bible 
College. 
DR. JOHN J. REARICK, '35 
Dr. John J. Rearick , 58, a physician from 
Warren, Mass., passed away in Worcester 
on October 1 0 , 1972 following a long 
illness. 
He was born in Philadelphia , Pa., and 
later enrolled at WPI where he studied 
mechanical engineering. In 1942 he re-
ceived his MD from Temple University. 
He was awarded the Bronze Star among 
other decorations for his heroic service as 
a Captain in the Army Medical Corps in 
the Asiatic Pacific area in World War 11. 
At the time of his death he was engaged 
in general practice in Warren . He was chief 
anesthetist at Mary Lane Hospital, Ware. 
For several years he was a resident physi-
cian at St. Vincent Hospital in Worcester. 
Dr. Rearick was a member of the 
Western Massachusetts Anesthesia So-
ciety. 
ROBERT H. HOOD, '36 
The president of R. H. Hood Co., Phila-
delphia , Robert H. Hood, died April 6, 1972 
in Pennsylvania . 
He was born in 1915 in Philadelphia and 
attended WPI where he was a member of 
Theta Chi Fraternity. 
Mr. Hood was a Mason and a member 
of the Overseer Board of Sturbridge 
Village, Mass. 
ALBERT L. D'AMOURS, JR., '57 
Albert L. D'Amours, Jr., 37, passed away 
August 27, 1972 in Springfield, Massa-
chusetts following a long illness. 
He was born in Holyoke, studied at 
WPI, and was later employed by Oriole 
Engineering Co., Inc., of New England . 
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1926 
WINTHROP S. MARSTON has retired 
from the National Park Service in San 
Francisco where he served as an electrical 
engineer. 
1928 
GIFFORD T. COOK has retired after 
serving 30 years as a civilian employee 
with the U.S. military establishment. He 
served most recently with the Air Force in 
Washington, D.C. , where he was engaged 
in formulating and directing the military 
fire protection and aircraft ground rescue 
programs worldwide. He plans to spend 
the winter months skiing in the Austrian 
Alps . 
1929 
JOHN E. GILL has retired from his 
duties as a manager at Buffalo Forge Co., 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
1931 
FRANCIS J. BURGOYNE was recently 
chosen to fill the position of Clerk of the 
Works for the New Middle School which 
is being built in Lancaster, Mass. He is a 
former Lancaster building inspector and 
selectman and has had a wide experience 
in construction in this country and abroad . 
. . . WARREN N. DOUBLEDAY has re-
tired as an electrical engineer for the U.S. 
Air Force . . . . HERBERT A. STEWART has 
retired as vice president of R. E. Phelan Co., 
East Longmeadow, Mass. He currently re-
sides in West Tisbury .... RALPH HODG-
KINSON , director of craft demonstrations 
at Old Sturbridge (Mass.) Village, was 
guest speaker at the August meeting of 
The Sanbornton (N .H.) Historical Society. 
1932 
RAYMOND E. NICHOLS, who is a 
project engineer for the Kendall Company 
(now merged with Colgate Palmolive Co.) , 
is currently located in Bethune, S.C. 
1933 
ARTHUR E. SMITH has been elected 
Chairman of the Board of United Aircraft 
Corp., East Hartford , Conn. Last year he 
was elected chairman of the UAC execu-
tive comm ittee after serving as president 
and chief administrative officer since 1968. 
He joined the company in 1935. 
1934 
ROBERT B. LOGAN has retired as 
manager of maintenance and engineering 
at St. Vincent Hospital , Worcester, Mass. 
1935 
DONALD G. MacMILLAN was recently 
appointed full -time superintendent of the 
Auburn (Mass.) Sewer Department. He 
has served as a member and chairman of 
the town 's Sewer Commission . He retired 
as a senior product engineer in the Elec -
trical Cable Division of U.S. Steel Corp., 
Worcester, in January of 1972. 
1936 
ELWYN A. MURDOCK has retired as 
owner of Murdock Construction Co. , New 
Haven , Conn . . . . JOHN A. PORTER has 
been named a machinery sales representa -
tive for the Machinery Division of Joseph 
T. Ryerson & Son , Inc. He will represent 
the division throughout the New England 
states, with the exception of Connecticut. 
1937 
ROLLAND W. McMURPHY has been 
named assistant construction division 
eng ineer of turnpikes for the New Hamp-
shire State Highway Department. He had 
been district construction engineer since 
1958. 
1938 
FRED B. BANAN is a consulting systems 
specialist for General Electric Co ., Bethesda , 
Md . ... J. RANDOLPH BUCK has recently 
been named manager, Reservoir Engineer -
ing Dept., Michigan Consolidated Gas Co. , 
Detroit .... ROBERT B. KEITH , a former 
industrial engineer for U.S. Steel Corp., 
Pittsburgh , Pa ., has retired . 
1939 
ELMER E. NUTTING is with Smith & 
Wesson, division of Bangor Printer, 
Springfield , Mass. 
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1940 
PROF. LAWRENCE C. NEALE, direc-
tor of the Alden Research Laboratories, 
has been made a Fellow of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers. Prof. 
Neale is widely known for his work in 
modeling of civil-engineering-type hy-
draulic systems ranging from fluid machin-
ery through calibration of flow meters to 
large-scale water transport systems. He 
has been instrumental in keeping Alden 
Laboratory in the forefront of those installa-
tions conducting research in experimental 
hydraulics .... DR. MICHAEL WALES 
currently serves as a chemist for Shell 
Development Co., Houston, Texas .... 
David B. Zipser is general manager of the 
Wilmington Coil Division of Singer Co., 
Wilmington, N.C. 
1941 
EARLE F. WEBSTER is a technical 
superintendent for Unilok, the Belting 
Division of Georgia Duck and Cordage 
Mill, Atlanta, Ga. 
1942 
E. CURTIS AMBLER has been appointed 
manager of corporate product research for 
The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn. 
He has been project manager, corporate 
product development department, since 
1970. In 1967 he joined Stanley as 
manager of research and product engineer-
ing for the Power Tools Division .. . . 
ALLAN G. ANDERSON is a project man-
ager at Bell Aerospace Co. (Division of 
Textron), New Orleans, La . . .. RALPH A. 
FRASER is a staff engineer for Amoco 
Production Co., New Orleans, La .... 
RALPH D. WHITMORE, JR., chief of 
design engineering with the Hollywood 
Film Equipment Co., has been elected a 
Fellow of the Society of Motion Picture 
and Television Engineers. The current issue 
of the Society's Journal features a special 
section on recent principal developments 
in film-handling equipment. Much of the 
equipment illustrated was credited to the 
Hollywood Film Equipment Co. 
1945 
JOHN P. HYDE has been appointed as 
vice president and general manager of the 
Soda Products Division, at Diamond 
Shamrock Chemical Company, Cleveland, 
Ohio. Previously he served as general 
manager of the division. He joined the 
company in 1951 as a staff process engi-
neer, moving up to manager of operations, 
Soda-Chrome Products, by 1963. He was 
named general manager in 1970. 
1946 
JOHN C. METZGER, JR., has been 
appointed assistant general manager of the 
du Pont Company's Polymer Intermediates 
Department, Wilmington, Del. He has been 
director of the Fluorocarbons Division of 
the Plastics Department since January. 
Previously, when du Pont undertook the 
Savannah River Project, he was assigned 
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as manufacturing supervisor at the heavy-
water production facilities at the Dana 
plant in Newport, Ind. Since joining the 
company in 1946, he has also been asso-
ciated with the Organic Chemicals Depart-
ment, Development Department, Building 
Products Division, and Poromeric Products 
Division of the Fabrics and Finishes De-
partment. ... RICHARD F. PROPST holds 
the position of manager-product develop-
ment and marketing, at Maydwell & 
Hartzell, Inc., San Francisco, Calif .... 
DELBERT E. WALTON is currently a self-
employed sales representative in London, 
England. 
1948 
BRUCE NAGLER has been appointed 
as divisional superintendent of the Water 
Department in Needham, Mass. Previously 
he was employed by Metcalf & Eddy .... 
R. J. VENTRES has been named a group 
vice president of the Chemical Division of 
Borden, Inc., Leominster, Mass. He will be 
responsible for the division's thermo-
plastics, petrochemicals, and organic 
chemicals operations. 
1949 
FRED BESSELIEVRE is a design engi-
neer with North American Rockwell, Los 
Angeles, Calif ... . RICHARD J. COUGH-
LIN was recently appointed director of 
stores and services in Boston Edison 
Company's newly formed Procurement 
Service and Commercial Organization. He 
started his career with the Company in 
1949. In 1961 he became the Laboratory's 
chief, and just prior to his latest promotion, 
he was assistant superintendent of engi-
neering .... ROBERT E. MILLER has been 
named general superintendent of opera-
tions for the Connecticut Light and Power 
Co. Most recently he was superintendent 
of transmission and distribution at Berlin. 
Prior to that he was division superintendent 
at Waterbury and at CL & P's Northern 
division .... HERBERT M. PETTEE has 
been appointed to the post of chief engi-
neer at Fowler Products Company (soft 
drink machinery suppliers) ih Athens, Ga. 
He will be concerned with the engineering 
and manufacturing of a high speed de-
capping machine for the removal of 
aluminum screw caps from the returnable 
thread finish soft drink bottles .... DONALD 
V. SHATTUCK is now division general 
manager for Ingersoll-Rand Co., Wood-
cliff Lake, N.J .... WILLIAM G. SLOANE 
has been appointed as associate campaign 
chairman for the 1973 United Way Appeal 
in Kingston, N.Y. He is vice president of 
manufacturing for Rotron, Inc .... NOR-
MAN F. TAYLOR is vice president of 
TADCO Construction Co., Inc., Jackson-
ville, Fla . ... STEPHEN J . UCICH was co-
ordinator of the Democratic Town Com-
mittee which supported the candidacies of 
McGovern and Shriver in the Wethersfield, 
Conn., area. He is a mathematics teacher 
at Hartford Public High School and a 
former member of the Wethersfield School 
Building Committee. 
1950 
LT. COL. AHARON AHARONIAN 
(USAF) currently serves as deputy chief, 
Systems Definition Directorate, deputy for 
reentry systems, at Los Angeles Air Force 
Station .... The New England Telephone 
and Telegraph Co., Boston, employs 
STUART G. LEONARD, JR ., as a technical 
services engineer. HAMMOND 
ROBERTSON, JR., has been named 
general manager of Mechanical Electrical 
Systems, Inc., Glens Falls, N.Y .... PHILIP 
A. WILD is now assistant manager of 
marketing at Stone & Webster Engineering 
Corp., Boston. 
1951 
HUGH C. LOVELL is assistant purchas-
ing agent at E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 
Co., Wilmington, Del. ... DEWEY R. LUND 
is assistant pump products manager at 
Duriron Co., Inc., Dayton, Ohio. 
1952 
ELLIOTT W. LEWIS has been elected to 
the Board of Directors of Stellar Industries, 
Inc., Newport Beach, Calif. He is president 
of Stellar Housewares Division. 
1953 
THEODORE C. FRITZ is now director of 
product development in the corporate 
research and development division of the 
Armstrong Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn. 
Previously he was employed by The 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. and Kelly-
Springfield Co .... MARSHALLJ. KIDDER 
is a research chemist for Philips Labora-
tories, Briarcliff Manor, N.Y .... HERBERT 
P. NARBESHUBER is general manager of 
Bauer Gearmotors, Ltd., and is presently 
located in Oakville, Ontario, Canada. 
1954 
OTTO A. WAHLRAB was recently 
named chairman of the Massachusetts 
Republican State Committee. He is vice 
president of the John P. Slade and Son 
Insurance Agency, Inc., Fall River. 
1955 
CHARLES F. McDONOUGH has been 
appointed chairman of the Merchant's 
Department of the 1973 United Fund in the 
Somerset Valley region of New Jersey. 
He is currently manager of sales develop-
ment at American Cyanamid Co. in Bound 
Brook . .. . ROBERT J. SCHULTZ, professor 
of civil engineering, has been named out-
standing teacher in the School of Engi-
neering at Oregon State University for 
1972. In 1966 he was one of 47 OSU pro-
fessors to receive $1 ,000 merit awards for 
teaching excellence. Schultz, who is con-
sidered a national authority in surveying 
and photogrammetry, has been chairman 
for a National Surveying Teachers Confer-
ence, American Society for Engineering 
Education. 
1956 
ROBERTS. ALLEN is a partner in Allen-
Herzol Associates, Framingham, Mass. 
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Chairs 
Aren't Always to Sit In 
. but we have some 
of those, too! 
The Tech Chair 
carefully made from selected hardwoods, with the 
WPI seal applied by hand. 
Send your order, and make checks payable to, WPI 
Bookstore, Daniels Hall, Worcester, Mass. 01609. 
Massachusetts residents must add 3 % sales tax. 
Prices are F.0.B. Gardner, Mass. Chairs are shipped 
express collect. 
NOTE: 
By March 1st, 1973, the 
WPI side chair will no 
longer be available, as the 
manufacturer is discon-
tinuing it. If you have been 
thinking of getting one or 
more (they make fine din-
ing room chairs), act now! 
This is really your last 
chance. 
WPI Side Chair $29.00 (No. 341-214) 
WPI Arm Chair (black arms) $45.00 (No. 342-214) 
WPI Arm Chair (cherry arms) $46.00 (No. 342-218) 




with the WPI ttTraditional" Clock 
Custom designed, hand crafted and hand 
screened, this beautiful wall clock has a battery-
operated movement (takes one size D battery). 
Size is 20 inches high, 11 inches wide, and 2114 
inches deep. $37.95 delivered anywhere within 
the continental United States. 
Send your order, and make checks payable to, 
WPI Bookstore, Daniels Hall, Worcester, Mass. 
01609. Massachusetts residents must add 3% 
sales tax. 




A buff will probably tell you you've got to drop 
a bundle to get a really great stereo system. 
Nonsense. 
Stereo is all in the ear. It's how it sounds, 
not how it costs, that makes a stereo system 
great. 
So next time some buff hands you that old line 
call his bluff. See if he can figure out how much 
you paid for your Sylvania matched component 
stereo system. Just by listening. 
Pick your favorite record. Put it 
on the BSR micro-mini turntable. 
(If tape's your thing, slip one into 
the 8-track cartridge playback.) 
Then balance the bass and 




him have it. 
Make sure he 
digs those round 
low notes from the 
two six-inch woofers. 
And those high sweet ;:;, =::: 




so they sound as good as standard 
speakers two sizes larger. 
Your buff won't have a chance. He'll stand 
there, surrounded by sound, completely bluffed. 
Trying like crazy to figure out how much you laid 
out for a stereo that sounds that great. 
But don't tell him. 
After all, you just want to call his bluff. Not destroy his ego. 
( ?i i #2 SYLVAN IA 
1957 
ALLAN E. CARLSON is now assistant 
manager, thin film devices, Western Elec -
tric Co., North Andover, Mass ... . ROBERT 
P. ENGVALL holds the position of super-
intendent, production services, at Astra 
Pharmaceutical , Worcester .... EDWARD L. 
GALLINI is a project engineer at Acushnet 
Co., Golf Division , Acushnet, Mass .. .. 
HARRY DER HAROOTUNIAN serves as 
manager-director of Food Service System 
at Norton Co., Worcester .... LEONARD L. 
KRASNOW is a self -employed consultant 
in Worcester . ... DR. FREDERICK P. 
MERTENS, a physical chemist, has been 
transferred from Texaco 's Beacon (N .Y) 
Research Laboratories to Port Arthur Re -
search Laboratories in Texas. He joined 
Texaco in 1964 and has held a succession 
of assignments in fundamental , catalysis , 
and surface chemistry research . At Port 
Arthur he will be engaged in corrosion and 
metallurgical research as a project chemist. 
... THEODORE F. ROE is an associate 
electrical engineer at Cornell Aeronautical 
Laboratory, Inc. , Buffalo, N.Y . .. . WILLIAM 
C. ROGLER serves as an inventory control 
and planning manager at Monsanto Co., 
Creve Coeur, Mo. 
1958 
Army Reserve CAPT. ANDREW A. 
SZYPULA recently completed the first 
phase of the associate logistics executive 
development course for reserve compo-
nents at the Army Logistics Management 
Center, Ft. Lee, Va. He is employed as an 
assistant technical manager by Bethlehem 
Steel Corp., Marine Division, Sparrows 
Point, Md .. . . PETER J. OTTOWITZ is 
president of Glamour Care, Inc., Hudson, 
Mass. 
1959 
THOMAS J. DOWNS has been pro-
moted to college employment supervisor 
by Southern New England Telephone, 
New Haven, Conn. He joined the company 
in 1959 as an assistant engineer and was 
construction supervisor in Waterbury at 
the time of his recent promotion . . . . 
ROGER E. MILLER resigned from his posi -
tion with Radiation Incorporated last year 
and went to Brazil where he did inde -
pendent missionary work. Back in the U.S. 
he is now preparing to enter a seminary 
to become an Episcopal priest .... LEE D. 
SMITH , JR ., is assistant to the production 
manager at du Pont , Wilmington , Del. .. . 
MA:J. ROBERT D. SMITH currently serves 
as a staff development engineer at the U.S. 
Air Force Development Center in Rome, 
N.Y . ... JOHN E. WOLFE has joined 
Adams Russell Co., Inc., Waltham , Mass., 
as business manager. 
1960 
Married: JOHN W . BIDDLE and Miss 
Susan M . Jones on August 19, 1972 in 
Worcester. Mrs. Biddle was a personnel 
assistant at Worcester County National 
Bank. Her husband is a superintendent in 
the engineering and construction services 
division of Norton Co. 
26 
LAWRENCE C. BERGER serves as a 
research engineer at Mechanics Research 
Institute, Mclean , Va . . .. DR . ROBERT 
A. CONDRATE, associate professor of 
spectroscopy at the New York State 
College of Ceramics, Alfred University, 
Alfred , N.Y., was invited to present a 
technical paper in his field at the 3rd 
International Conference on Raman Spec-
troscopy Sept. 8-13 in Reims, France. His 
paper presented the results of spectro-
scopic research on chemical compounds 
known as zirconates. His trip was partially 
underwritten by a National Science Foun-
dation grant, and he served as the NSF's 
official observer at the Reims conference. 
Currently he is on leave of absence from 
Alfred to the Los Alamos National Labo -
ratory in New Mexico . ... RICHARD A. 
KISCH ELL, a seni9r engineer at Southern 
New England Telephone Co. , is serving as 
a loaned executive in the United Way's 
campaign in New Haven , Conn ... . 
KENNETH L. MATSON has received his 
MBA from Rider College, Lawrenceville, 
N.J. He is district superintendent of the 
Hudson Gas District, Public Service Elec-
tric & Gas Co. of New Jersey ... . EDWARD 
J . SAPPET is manager, photofabrication, 
at Radiation , Melbourne, Fla . 
1961 
STEPHEN B. BRODY works as a process 
engineer for Southeastern-Kusan , Green-
ville, S.C .. . . DR . HAROLD A. CHRISTO-
PH ER has been promoted to liaison 
scientist at the Research and Development 
Center, General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N.Y. He will be responsible for a 
two-way flow of information between 
G.E.'s components and materials group 
and the Center. Previously he was the 
principal investigator and contract program 
manager of several government-sponsored 
R&D battery programs. 
1962 
ANTHONY R. BIANCANIELLO recently 
received his MBA from Harvard ... . DR . K. 
H. COTTER is a member of the C-5 Review 
Team for the USAF, Wright - Patterson AFB, 
Ohio ... . DR. MICHAELE. GORDON is a 
scientist at Polaroid, Cambridge, Mass . ... 
DAVID LYONS has been presented the 
Kenneth B. Allen Award by the New York 
Water Pollution Control Association . His 
prize -winning technical p::iper was en -
titled : "The Methodology For Solving A 
Food Processing Plant's Wastewater Treat -
ment Problems". He is employed by the 
USEPA as Chief of the Wood and Other 
Products Section-Effluent Guidelines and 
Standards Development. 
1963 
ANTHONY E. ALLEGREZZA, JR., has 
received his Doctorate in Chemical Engi -
neering from the University of Massachu-
setts. He is now associated with the re-
search department of the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison . .. . JOSEPH V. 
BUCCIAGLIA has been named superin -
tendant of chemical production for the · 
Uniroyal Chemical plant, Naugatuck, Conn . 
Previously he was general foreman of the 
chemical facilities which manufacture 
chemicals for the rubber and plastic indus-
tries and chemicals for agriculture. . . . 
TIMOTHY M . SHEA is a project planner at 
Westinghouse Electric, New York City ... . 
MARVIN F. WOODILLA is a high school 
physics teacher in Laconia, N.H. 
1964 
Married: GERALD E. TAMMI and Miss 
Patricia Eve Assad in Worcester on July 
23, 1972. Mrs. Tammi, a teacher, is doing 
graduate work at San Jose State College 
in California . Her husband is manager of 
automotive production engineering at 
Fairchild Semiconductor Co., Mountain 
View, Calif. 
PETER BAKER is chief of engineering, 
AM PAC, Bangkok, Thailand .... WILLIAM 
C. KRANS is a senior programmer at 
American Optical, Southbridge, Mass. 
1965 
Married: JAMES A. KEITH to Miss 
Nancy J. Morgan in Georgetown, Maine 
on August 12, 1972. The bride is a regis -
tered dietitian. Her husband is a senior 
design engineer with Sanders Associates, 
Nashua, N.H ... . JOHN J. VYTAL and Miss 
Linda H. Vytal last summer in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. Mrs. Vytal is a Bridgewater 
State College graduate. 
ROBERT H. CAHILL has received his 
master's degree from the Wharton School 
of Finance & Commerce, University of 
Pennsylvania. Previously he served in the 
Seabees as a company commander in 
Vietnam and later as the aide to a Rear 
Admiral. .. . PETER D. CHRISTENSEN is a 
science and math teacher at Lake Region 
High School , Bridgton, Me . ... DAVIDS. 
CLAYTON is an investment banker with 
Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood, Minneapolis, 
Minn .... JOHN T. HART is a product 
support engineer for Hewlett Packard, 
Waltham, Mass ... . JOHN F. HENDRICK-
SON presently holds the post of depart-
ment chief at Western Electric Co., Greens-
boro, N.C . ... JOHN P. JACOBSON has 
been employed as an assistant marine 
scientist at Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science, Gloucester Point, Va . He recently 
received his MS in Ocean Engineering 
from the University of Massachusetts . . . . 
RONALD R. SCHULTZ is a software 
engineer for Texas Instruments, Inc., 
Houston , Tex . . .. EUGENE G. SWEENEY, 
JR., is now area manager for the Dow 
Industrial Service Division of the Dow 
Chemical Co., Richmond, Va .. . . RUSSELL 
B. TRASK is currently an electronics engi-
neer at Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, 
L.I., N.Y. 
1966 
CAPT. HOWARD J . BRALEY has been 
graduated from the Air University's Squad-
ron Officer School at Maxwell AFB, 
Alabama . He is presently assigned to 
Patrick AFB, Fla. , as a special development 
engineer . . .. WILLIAM V. COLLENTRO is 
a lead engineer/ site chemistry and shielding 
at GE's Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Windsor, 
Conn . . .. CARL E. HELLSTROM is a 
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senior planner, Planning and Community 
Development, for the City of Worcester . . .. 
LAWRENCE E. PIHL has received his MBA 
from Northeastern University, Boston. He 
is employed by Raytheon in Bedford, 
Mass . . .. STUART R. ROSELLE is a 
mechanical engineer (Projects) for the 
South Carolina Public Service Authority ... . 
THOMAS SH EPELRICH is a project co-
ordinator at J. A. Jones Construction Co., 
Tampa, Fla .... PETER K. SOMMER has re-
ceived his Juris Doctor from American 
University, Washington, D.C. He is a 
patent attorney with Sommer & Weber, 
Buffalo, N.Y .. . . ROBERT C. ZAHNKE is 
technical supervisor at Allied Chemical 
Corp., Morristown, N.J. 
1967 
Married: RICHARD A. ORMSBEE to 
Miss Irene R. Thomas on August 12 in 
Floral Park, N.Y. Mrs. Ormsbee is an ex-
ecutive secretary at Best Foods where her 
husband is a research chemist. 
ROGER V. BARTHOLOMEW is a novice 
in the Society of Jesus, New Orleans, La., 
Province . ... STE PH EN B. COTTER serves 
as a pilot in the Maine Air National Guard . 
.. . PHILIPPE P. COUSTEAU is director, 
chief photographer and diver for "The 
Undersea World of Jacques Yves 
Cousteau". (His father is the famed 
oceanographer and co-inventor of the 
aqualung.) In 1966, after training in cine-
matography, Philippe became the director 
of his father's Paris-based film production 
corporation, Les Requins Associes, of 
which he is today vice president. . . . 
CARMEN DELLA VECCHIA is a sales 
representative for Procter and Gamble 
Distributing Co., Jacksonville, Fla .... 
RICHARD F. DEFALCO is currently an 
engineering consultant and president of 
the National Environmental Planning and 
Control Corp. (NEPCC) of Worcester .... 
CHARLES N. DIMAN is a project engineer 
forW. R. Grace & Co., Burlington, Mass . . .. 
JOHN B. FELDMAN received his MS 
degree in Environmental Health from 
Harvard last June . ... JOSEPH F. GOUL-
ART who built Indra , the fiberglass-bodied, 
mid-engine sports car described in the 
October 1 971 Journal, has moved to 
Michigan where he is a project engineer, 
environmental systems, at the General 
Motors Proving Ground . . . . RICHARD C. 
HOLLER who is presently completing his 
MS in Computer Science at WPI, has 
employment as a systems analyst at 
Hooker Chemical Corp., Niagara Falls, 
N.Y .... BRADFORD A. JOHNSON is a 
recovery systems engineer at Goodyear 
Aerospace Corp., Akron , Ohio . . . . CAPT. 
PETER W . MULLIN has received the Air 
Force Commendation Medal at Los 
Angeles Air Force Station, Calif. He was 
decorated for meritorious service as a 
project engineer while assigned to the 
Special Projects Program Office at Hans-
com Field, Mass . . . . CALVIN E. PHILLIPS 
is with the Nuclear Energy Division of 
General Electric at San Jose, Calif ... . 
HOWARD H. SHORE recently received his 
Juris Doctor from the University of San 
Diego (Calif.) Law School. He is spending 
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KEEPING ·up WITH THE PATELS 
If you took a wild guess about the most common last name among WPI 
alumni, you'd probably say Smith or Jones. Well, Smith it is, with 92 alumni 
Smiths. 
But restrict the time period to the last ten years, including current students, 
and the odds are you'd never guess the most common name. It's Patel. It 
seems that since 1966 WPI has graduated 46 Patels, and there are 18 cur-
rently studying at the Institute. 
The Patels all come from west-central India, and many recent students 
may have wondered about this parade, how they found their way to WPI, 
halfway around the world. 
No one really knows for sure, but Pratim Patel, '72, thinks he might have 
the answer. 
"It probably has something to do with what happened generations ago in 
India," he says. "Originally all the Patels were part of a caste that consisted 
mainly of small farmers land businessmen. They lived in or near small villages. 
The head of each village was called a Mukhj, or Patel. 
"Gradually they prospered and many left India to take over larger businesses 
in England, Singapore, Hong Kong, and the African countries of Kenya and 
Uganda. Uganda," he explained, "is where many of the foreign businessmen, 
including Patels, are being sent out of the country." 
He went on to say that as the Patels improved their lot in life they saw to it 
that they did the best they could for their children. Naturally that included 
higher education for the sons. 
But why did so many come to WPI? 
"The vast majority of Patels are graduate students," he explained. "But 
even at graduate schools on other campuses, I'd almost guarantee that about 
40 percent of the Indian students are named Patel," he said. 
Are the Patels all related? 
He laughed. "No," he replied. 'Tm living with three other Patels on West 
St. right now and none of us are related. Patel is a very common name in the 
Indian state of Gujarat. Practically everyone there is called Patel." 
How had he personally heard of WPI? 
"My father comes to this country almost every year and when he's here 
he usually visits an American friend in Leominster," he said. "That is how · 
we heard of WPI and why I transferred from St. Xavier's in Bombay a couple 
of years ago. 
"That Leominster family treats me almost like their own son," he continued. 
"I can visit them any time I wish and they make me feel welcome." 
Do he and the other Patels go back to India for a visit while they are studying 
in this country? 
"No," he replied. "It costs our families about $4,500 a year to send each 
one of us here, so while we're at WPI we stay." 
He said that the average yearly income of many families he knew was 
about 15,000 rupees. "It costs 35,000 rupees to send a son to WPI," he said, 
"so most of the Indian students have to be quite well off financially." 
Pratim Patel is a very articulate young man who since graduating in June 
has taken up graduate study in the chemical engineering department at WPI. 
Currently he is working on a hydrogenation of sugar project. 
"I would like to be able to get a job in this country, just for the experience, 
before returning to India. But at present U.S. laws forbid it," he says. 
Even though this door to opportunity is presently closed to him, Patel 
returns, not too unhappily, to his sugar project. There will be a time, later, 
for experience. 
Meanwhile, the ever-growing parade of Patels keeps knocking at the door 
of opportunity that is open to all of them-a WPI education. 
27 
the 1972-73 academic year at London 
School of Economics and Political Science, 
working toward his Master of Laws in 
International Law. 
1968 
Married: FRANCIS L. ADDESSIO to 
Miss Barbara Anne Kobelka on July 22 in 
Little Falls, N.J. The bride attended 
Bethany (W. Va.) College. Her husband is 
currently a candidate for his PhD in jet 
propulsion at Purdue University, La-
fayette, Indiana .. .. JOHN J . KOKOSZKA 
to Miss Ingeborg Elaine Karen Kobashigawa 
on July 1, 1972 in Aberdeen, Maryland. 
The groom is an area engineer (engineering 
division) for Eastman Kodak Company, 
Kodak Park, Rochester, N.Y .... ROBERT 
T. PLEINES and Miss Susan A. Morrissey 
on August 12, 1972 in Auburn, Massachu-
setts. Mrs. Pleines is a teacher. Her husband 
is with Monsanto Co., Springfield . ... 
PAUL W. REMIJAN and Miss Paulette E. 
Lucier in Fiskdale, Massachusetts on 
September 2, 1972. The bride is a graduate 
of St. Vincent Hospital School of Nursing, 
Worcester. The groom, who has received a 
master's degree in optical science from the 
University of Arizona in Tucson, is cur-
rently attending the University of Rochester 
in New York. 
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. RONALD E. 
JODOIN a daughter, Christine Marie, on 
March 28, 1972. Ron is now working for 
his PhD in Physics at the University of 
Rochester. 
WARREN BENTLEY serves on the In-
formation Systems Staff at Western Elec-
tric, Cockeysville, Md ... . JOHN M. BURNS 
is a law student at the University of San 
Diego, Calif. He is also associate engineer 
at San Diego Gas & Electric Co . . . . DAVID 
A. FARR is a civil engineer at Hamilton 
Engineering Associates, Nashua, N.H . . . . 
GEORGE F. GAMACHE has been ap-
pointed project engineer in the construction 
department of Star Markets . .. . DAVID L. 
GRADWELL is currently an industry 
development analyst for IBM in Kansas 
City .... RICHARD HAMPSON is now a 
senior associate engineer at IBM Corp., 
Endicott, N.Y .. . . PHILLIP LaROE, who 
recently received his master's in physics at 
Rice University, is a science teacher at 
Yutan (Neb.) High School. ... LOUIS 
MANONI has employment with the De-
fense Communications Agency, The Pen-
tagon, Washington, D.C. He is a mathema-
tician . .. . DAVID MOORE is a teacher at 
Nashoba Regional High School, Bolton, 
Mass .. .. SUNG I. PAIK is a mechanical 
design engineer at Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft, East Hartford, Conn .... WILLIAM J. 
RASKU, who was recently married to Miss 
Mary Jane Lucas, is teaching chemistry at 
Wachusett Regional High School, Holden, 
Mass. He has received his Master of Edu-
cation degree from Worcester State College 
and a National Science Foundation grant 
for the In-Service Institute for Secondary 
School teachers held at WPI in September. 
. .. FREDERICK F. REED is a development 
engineer at GTE Sylvania, Inc., CATV 
Operation, Seneca Falls, N.Y . . .. JEFFREY 
E. SHAW has been named director of 
graduate and career plans at WPI. After 
graduating from WPI, he received a 
master's degree in metallurgy and materials 
science from Lehigh University. For four 
years he has been a development engineer 
for Western Electric Co. Shaw succeeds 
William F. Trask, who was recently named 
associate dean of student affairs. . . . 
ROBERT SMITH and wife, Alice, set sail 
from Shelburne Bay in Vermont on 
September 1 "to see the world's people 
and places." They are crewing their own 
Hinckley 36. Bob, who is on leave from his 
job at IBM, says they may purchase a 
larger boat when they reach the Caribbean. 
. .. E. WAYNE TURNBLOM has received 
his PhD in organic chemistry from Colum-
bia University. He joined the faculty of 
Princeton University in September as an 
instructor in organic chemistry. Recently 
he traveled to Heidelberg where he con-
ducted research and to Brussels where he 
delivered a talk as the recipient of a Louis 
P. Hammett Fellowship. 
1969 
Married: RONALD L. JON ES to Miss 
Wanda Lee Barkhurst in Fayetteville, North 
Carolina on August 19, 1972. The bride-
groom is a candidate for a master's degree 
in business administration at the University 
of Hartford .... RON L. WENDELKEN and 
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Engineering Ingenuity 
key to industrial progress 
Doubling production doesn't necessarily have to 
double cost, particularly when a little ingenuity is 
applied. This two-spindle attachment, developed by our 
ACRACENTER engineers, finishes two identical parts at 
the same time on a Heald 3-axis N/C contouring ACRA-
CENTER, yet it increases the equipment cost by only 6%. 
The two-spindle attachment is used for numerically 
controlled contour milling, drilling, boring and reaming 
pairs of identical parts. The unit itself can be aligned 
with either the X or Y axis, can be removed in a few 
minutes and the ACRACENTER again becomes a single 
spindle machine for larger workpieces. 
When it comes to engineering ingenuity •.. it pays 
to come to Heald ... where metal working needs meet 
new ideas. 
C~(rJ CINCINNATI [)~MILACRON 
Cincinnati Milacron-Heald Corp. 
Worcester, Mass. 01606 
Maine. The bride is a graduate of Becker 
Junior College, Worcester. Her husband is 
associated with his father as a painting 
contractor in the Saco, Me., area . .. . JOHN 
E. WILSON, JR., to Miss Lynda Morin on 
August 13, 1972 in Easthampton, Massa-
chusetts. Mrs. Wilson attended Holyoke 
Community College. 
NORMAND L. BACHAND has enrolled 
at Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich. 
. . . J. MICHAEL BOYD is a sales engineer 
at James K. Boyd Co., East Providence, 
R.I. ... BRIAN D. CHACE is with Sylvania 
Electronic Systems, Needham, Mass . .. . 
JOSEPH F. FITZGERALD, JR., has em-
ployment as a marine engineer at General 
Dynamics, Quincy, Mass . . .. JOHN S. 
GRANT is now employed as a mechanical 
purchasing agent for Digital Equipment 
Corporation, Maynard, Mass .... JAM ES 
T. HEINRICH serves as regional sales 
manager for Elliot Company, Chicago, Ill. 
. . . DAVIDE. KILPATRICK is with the U.S. 
Submarine Force, New London , Conn . . .. 
JAMES P. MILLS now has employment 
with the Chassis Division of the Ford 
Motor Co., Sterling Heights, Mich. This 
year he received his MS in mechanical 
engineering from RPI, Troy, N.Y .. .. 
ALVIN B. PAULY is a process engineer for 
Brown Co., Berlin, N.H ... . FREDERICK 
G. SPRETER holds the position of associate 
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engineer at Bailey Meter Co., Charlotte, 
N.C .... ROBERT L. STESSEL is self-
employed at River Rat Marine Radio, 
Danvers, Mass .... DAVID A. ZLOTEK is a 
senior design engineer at GTE Sylvania, 
Needham Heights, Mass. 
1970 
Married: JAMES F. BAGAGLIO and 
Miss Janet Lee Ceddia on August 20, 1972 
in Milford, Massachusetts. The groom is 
working toward his master's degree in 
medical chemistry at the University of 
Pittsburgh .. .. JAMES F. CRONIN to Miss 
Kathy Sherlyn Ann Landry on August 26 
in Lafayette, La. The bride is a graduate of 
the University of Southwestern Louisiana. 
The bridegroom is a field representative for 
Babcock & Wilcox Power Generation 
Division, Richardson, Texas .... FRANK B. 
POPE to Miss Pauline M. Willus last 
summer in Medford, Massachusetts. 
ROLAND BATSON, '71, was an usher. 
The bride is a teacher. Her husband is with 
Stein Associates , Waltham. 
GREGORY W. BACKSTROM has taken 
a leave of absence from Xerox to pursue 
an MBA at the University of Michigan at 
Ann Arbor. Prior to his leaving Xerox, he 
had been promoted to quality control 
engineer ... . STEPHEN E. BERNACKI re-
ceived his master of science degree from 
• • • • • 
Harvard University last June ... . STEPHEN 
R. CROSBY is a graduate student at the 
University of Connecticut, Storrs. . . . 
LAWRENCE B. COHEN serves as an intern 
in the chemistry department at North Shore 
Community College, Beverly, Mass .... 
DANIEL A. CZERNICKI is with the Naval 
Underwater Systems Center, Newport, R.I. 
. . . EDWARD P. FOSTER has been named 
manager of Tampella Systems with the 
industrial and marine division of The 
Babcock & Wilcox Company's power 
generation group in Barberton, Ohio. He 
will be responsible for developing the 
Tampella process (a patented chemical re-
covery process which recovers sodium and 
sulfur from recovery boiler smelt used in 
the pulp and paper industry) for sale in 
North America. Foster is presently working 
for his MBA at Kent State University, Kent, 
Ohio . . .. J. RANDALL HUBER is a junior 
engineer at Bay State Engineering Corp., 
Winchester, Mass. . . . ROBERT D . 
PLANTE was recently commissioned an 
Army second lieutenant upon graduation 
from the Artillery Officer Candidate School 
at Ft. Sill, Okla . . .. F. DAVID PLOSS Ill is 
currently working for Norton Co. in 
Worcester, and he is also rowing coach at 
WPI. Last summer he served as a rowing 
coach at the Olympic games in Munich, 
Germany ... . PAUL C. WILSON is a 
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graduate assistant at the University of New 
Hampshire where he is in the PhD program 
in theoretical and applied mechanics .. .. 
DAVID A. QUAGLINI, JR. , is a structural 
design engineer at Combustion Engineer-
ing, Inc., Windsor, Conn . . . . J. F. WEISZ 
is a teaching assistant at the University of 
Kansas. 
1971 
Married: ROBERT A. CHILDS to Miss 
Lois Ann Baldwin on September 9, 1972 in 
Worcester. The groom is a controls engi-
neer at Riley Stoker Corp . . . . LT. JAM ES L. 
DeLARY to Miss Susan Rachel Harting on 
July 15, 1972 in Roslindale, Massachusetts. 
The bride graduated from Framingham 
State College in June. Her husband is 
serving with the armed forces in Germany 
where the couple will live for the next two 
years . ... DOUGLAS C. FAY and Miss 
Pamela J. Elmer on July 22 in Holden, 
Massachusetts. The bridegroom is a com-
puter operator at Hendries Refrigerated 
Storage, Southboro. . . . MICHAEL 
MURPHY and Miss Donna M . Janowski 
on September 3, 1972 in Worcester. Among 
the ushers were JAMES BAGAGLIO, '70 
and JOHN GIORDANO, '71. Mrs. Murphy 
is a registered nurse at St. Vincent Hospital. 
Her husband is a data communications 
consultant for New England Telephone Co., 
Boston. 
ANTHONY RUSCITO to M iss Patricia 
Murtha on July 28, 1972 in Fairfield , Conn. 
ROBERT MERRITT, '70, ushered. Mrs. 
Ruscito is a Becker graduate ... . FRANCIS 
M. SCRICCO and Miss Pamela M . 
Strombom on August 26, 1972 in Worces-
ter. The bride is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts. Her husband is a • 
graduate student at Columbia University, 
New York City . ... DANIEL P. SMITH and 
M~ss Karen D. Chojnacki on August 26, 
1972 in Worcester. Mrs. Smith is a student 
at Quinsigamond Community College. The 
groom is employed by Riley Stoker Corp. 
. . . BRUCE SODERMAN to Miss Cynthia 
Novey on Sept. 1 in Worcester. Mrs. 
Soderman is a graduate of Becker Junior 
College . . .. ROBERT J . TRACHIMOWICZ 
and Miss Patricia A. O'Neil on September 
9, 1972 in Worcester. The bride is a staff 
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nurse at Worcester City Hospital School of 
Nursing. The bridegroom is an electrical 
engineer for Ebasco Services of New York, 
working for Houston Lighting and Power, 
Houston, Texas. 
PAUL B. ASH , who recently received 
his MAT from the University of Massachu-
setts, is currently a chemistry teacher at 
the Amherst (Mass.) Regional High School 
and Hillcrest Elementary School. . . . 
ASHOK K. BADJATNYA is self employed 
in India .... ROLAND R. BATSON has been 
named assistant general manager at Ace 
Traveler Co., Alfred, Me. In his new posi-
tion he will be in charge of sales, engineer-
ing, manufacturing, and purchasing activ-
ities . . . . ALANE. BEDARD is an associate 
engineer with New England Telephone and 
Telegraph Co., Fitchburg , Mass. . . . 
JOSEPH P. BELLINO is a pre-sales engi-
neer for Riley Stoker Corp., Worcester .. .. 
PAUL H. COOPER, JR., has been ap-
pointed a civil engineer trainee in the U.S. 
Army Engineer Division, New England, at 
Waltham, Mass. He will receive assign-
ments in planning, design, construction, 
hydrology, and related fields . .. . SCOTT 
DINEEN has joined the Trane Company's 
commercial air conditioning division sales 
office in New York City . . .. DAVID L. 
GREENHALGH, a second lieutenant in the 
Army, is presently stationed at Ft. Knox, 
Ky . . .. RICHARD V. GROUT is with United 
Engineers & Constructors, Boston, Mass. 
... STEEN HANN I BAL is head of the bio-
medical engineering department, Copen -
hagen County Hospital , Copenhagen, 
Denmark. . . . RUSSELL F. HARRIS 
teaches at Algonquin Regional High 
School, Northboro, Mass .. .. DR. JAMES 
A. KAUFMAN is currently a Post Doctoral 
Fellow in the Chemical Engineering De-
partment at WPI. .. . JOSEPH E. LAPTE-
WICZ recently received his MS degree in 
chemical engineering from Cornell Univer-
sity, Ithaca, N.Y. He now is a process 
engineer for Pfizer, Inc., Groton, Conn . . . . 
JOHANNES LARSEN is employed at 
Alden Research Laboratories, Holden, 
Mass .... JAMES P. LAVALLEE, JR., has 
employment with Chicks Construction Co., 
Clinton, Mass . . .. JARL D. LINDEN is a 
consulting engineer at C. A. Paterson , Inc., 
Sarasota, Fla .... WILLIAM J. MULVEY 
serves as a design engineer for Sikorsky 
Aircraft, Stratford, Conn .... WILLIAM C. 
PALMER is working for his MBA at Duke 
University, Durham, N.C . . .. JOHN H. 
READ is an assistant structural engineer at 
B & M Corp., North Billerica, Mass .. . . 
DR. PATRICK V. ROMANO is an assistant 
professor at Westfield (Mass.) State Col-
lege .... RICHARD P. SAN ANTONIO has 
been accepted at the Washington Univer-
sity School of Medicine, St. Louis, Mo. 
This year he receives his MS degree from 
MIT .... ALFRED B. SCARAMELLI, JR., 
has received his MS in civil engineering 
from the University of Massachusetts. The 
University has awarded him a research 
assistantship and he is currently working 
for his doctorate in environmental engi-
neering ... . WILLIAM A. SHERMAN is a 
draftsman for Cosentini Associates, Cam-
bridge, Mass .... JAMES H. SNIDER is 
with Alden Research Laboratories. . . . 
JOHN F. SPERANDIO, JR., was one of 
several Peace Corps volunteers who was 
arrested in Uganda in September and later 
released. He had been teaching physics at 
Kiria College in Ginja and was traveling 
when he was arrested in the warring 
African country. . . . 2/L T. PETER B. 
WELLES is with the U.S. Army in Germany. 
. .. ROBERT D. WILLIAMS has been ap-
pointed to the position of district scout 
executive of the Watatic District, Nashua 
Valley Council, Boy Scouts of America . . . . 
FREDERICK WOZNIAK is with Stone & 
Webster Engineering , Boston. 
1972 
Married: PAUL W. ANDRUCKIEWICZ to 
Miss Carol M. Kingston on August 26, 1972 
in Northfield, Vermont. The bride is an 
elementary school teacher in the Worcester 
school system. Her husband is a graduate 
student at MIT .. .. JAMES M. CISKOWSKI 
and Miss Alice B. Lefebvre on July 29, 
1972 in Worcester. Mrs. Ciskowski is a 
school teacher. The bridegroom is doing 
graduate work at Duke University, Durham, 
N.C., where he is a teaching assistant in 
the Gross Chemical Laboratory . . .. DAVID 
S. CUMMINGS and Miss Bonnie Lee 
Herrmann on June 17, 1972 in West 
Boylston , Massachusetts. Mrs. Cummings 
is a dental assistant .... JOHN R. FERRARO 
to Miss Cynthia L. Woods on September 9, 
1972 in Springfield, Massachusetts. The 
groom is with Northeast Utilities Service 
Co., in Berlin, Conn .. . . DAN I EL GAC-
CETTA, JR., to Miss Janet M. Eastman on 
August 19, 1972 in Bethel , Maine. Mrs. 
Gaccetta is a graduate of the University of 
Maine. Her husband is employed by 
Factory Insurance Association, Worcester. 
. . . MURRAY GLAZER and Miss Karen 
Joan McClutchy on July 30 in Falmouth, 
Massachusetts. Mrs. Glazer teaches in the 
Weymouth school system. The groom has 
employment with Universal Prestressed 
Concrete Co., Inc., Plympton . ... DAVID 
T. HAYHURST to Miss Elizabeth J. Friend 
on August 5, 1972 in North Attleboro, 
Massachusetts. A Wheaton College gradu-
ate, Mrs. Hayhurst is a teacher in North 
Attleboro. Her husband is doing graduate 
work at MIT . . .. GEORGE KARAPETIAN 
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and M. Meline Khodj ian on September 24 , 
1972 in Worcester .. .. RICHARD N. 
PANTON and Miss Deborah C. Turansky 
on August 26 in West Hartford, Connecti-
cut. Mrs. Panton is a Becker graduate. Her 
husband is with du Pont in Richmond, Va . 
. . . LT. JOHN D. POWERS to Miss Elizabeth 
C. Ulrich on September 23 in Berkeley 
Heights, New Jersey. Mrs. Powers attended 
Bethany College. Lt. Powers, who is with 
the Army Adjutant General Corps, is 
presently stationed at Furth, Germany . .. . 
JOHN E. SWANSON to Miss Kathleen 
M . Knight on September 2 in Concord, 
New Hampshire. JOHN DEMASE, '70, 
was an usher. The bride , a Becker gradu-
ate, works for the N. H. Technical Institute 
in Corcord. Her husband is in Officers 
Preparatory Academy in Alcoa , Tenn. 
DWIGHT B. ALLEN serves as a junior 
aeronautical engineer for Itek, Lexington, 
Mass ... . DONALD J. BLACHOWICZ is a 
chemical operator at Humphrey Chemical 
Co., North Haven , Conn .... FRANCIS B. 
COSTA is a graduate assistant at the Uni -
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versity of Miami .... RICHARD L. COTTER 
is a research chemist at Waters Associates , 
Inc., Framingham , Mass .... ANDREW J. 
CUCCHIARA is doing graduate work at 
the University of Oklahoma Medical 
Center, Oklahoma City .... LINDA M. 
DUPONT has employment as a systems 
analyst at Wright Line, a Division of Barry 
Wright Corp. , Worcester. . .. F. JEAN 
FRASER is at Bradford College, Institute 
of Urban Studies, Bradford, Mass . ... 
THEODORE A. FREDERICKS is a service 
engineer for Riley Stoker Corp., Worcester. 
.. . DR . ALBERT A. HEANEY is an associate 
professor of electrical eng ineering at 
Andrews University, Berrien Springs, 
Mich .. . . WILLIAM J . KLEIN , JR., serves 
as a night shift supervisor at Boxmakers, 
Inc., Westfield, Mass . ... RCA of Burling-
ton, Mass. , employs ANDREW G. MAY-
SHAR as an associate member of the 
technical staff ... . BAR RY M . MORAN is 
an educator at The Loomis Institute, 
Windsor, Conn . . .. FRED MULLIGAN is a 
purchasing agent for Herbert Engineering, 
Worcester .. .. EDWIN L. PACE has the 
OOPS! As hard as we try, errors still creep 
in occasionally. We apologize for the errors 
which occurred in the report of the 1971 -72 
Annual Alumni Fund, and we want to 
sincerely recognize the thoughtfulness and 
generosity of the following contributors : 
Charles Bonin '38 
William R. Grogan '46 
Kim Woodbury '44 
Otto Konigslow Co . 
William Schuermann '21 





position of manager- thermodynamic de-
sign engineering, at General Electric Co. , 
Fitchburg , Mass . .. . BHOGILAL L. PATEL 
holds the post of product manager at 
Environmental Control System, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minn .... RICHARD S. 
PODOLNY is employed as a chef at the 
Brewster Inn , Brewster, Mass .. .. DR. A. 
E. SAPEGA is a professor at Trinity College, 
Hartford , Conn . ... DINESH V. SHAH 
works as a mechanical engineer for Matz 
Corporation , Holyoke, Mass . ... ELLIOTT 
STR IZHAK is a staff engineer at MI Ts 
Lincoln Labs .... JAMES W. TARPEY has 
joined the 'Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment of Orange & Rockland Utility Co., 
Spring Valley, N.Y .... WILLIAMS. WAY 
is a technical representative at Kemper, 
Boston , Mass .. .. WILLIAM R. WHIT-
WORTH is superintendent of industrial 
packaging at Maryland Plastics, Inc., 
Federalsburg , Md .. .. JOHN ZORA-
BEDIAN , JR., is a manufacturing manage-




To the Editor 
My heartiest congratulations to you 
and to the Alumni Publications Com-
mittee on the new approach, and "new 
look" being developed in The WP/ 
] ournal - at least as evidenced by the 
August 1972 issue, which I have read 
from cover to cover (and re-read sever-
al parts). The editing of the material 
presented at the symposium held on 
the campus on May 2, 1972 was an 
outstanding job. The whole idea of a 
"theme issue" concept, meaningful to 
alumni and relating directly and cur-
rently to Tech, is not only sound but 
should lead to a more conscious re-
action of alumni that their Alma Mater 
is a vibrant, living and significantly 
important institution in the edu-
cational world today . Keep up the fine 
work! 
I like the WPI NEWSBRIEFS also 
as they are issued from time to time. 
The September issue was particularly 
newsworthy. The change in the Ad-
missions Policy is certainly a move in 
the right direction provided the ad-
missions staff can give it the man-
hours needed for effective application. 
It has always been my view that 
"College Board" grades were some-
thing the admission officer was wont 
to hide behind for lack of time or 
energy or desire to really find out 
what made the applicant "tick". 
But I was appalled at the article 
"Parents Surveyed". I cannot accept 
the statement that 87 replies out of 
591 inquiries was "a good response". 
The education of their son or daugh-
ter, at very substantial cost, is one of 
the two or three of the major events in 
a parent's lifetime. The expenditure 
alone is probably the second (next to a 
home) largest capital investment those 
parents will make. A questionnaire of 
this type should be addressed in a 
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"personal" manner , either from the 
Dean of Admissions, or better yet 
from the President. I assume it was. 
What important questions were pre-
sented! That less than 15 % of parents 
should have responded to the question 
of whether Tech was providing the 
right environment for their son or 
daughter - or how that educational 
environment might be improved is 
absolutely appalling. It vividly points 
up a very serious communications gap 
with the President's office. I cannot 
understand it . 
GORDON C. WILLARD '24 
North Chatham, Mass. 
Public Relations Director Roger Perry , 
who also serves as executive secretary 
of the WP/ Society of Families, replied 
to Mr. Willard explaining why this was 
considered a good response. Briefly, he 
noted that "the response to mail sur-
veys, direct mail advertising and 
questionnaires rarely exceeds the per-
centage response of this particular 
survey and generally is less. Since the 
questionnaire in question was part of a 
mailing which included an issue of the 
Parents' Newsletter, many people con-
sidered that a reply was optional 
(which it was). 
' 'The questionnaire, in our opin-
ion , served the purpose for which it 
was sent in that it provided parents 
wishing to make comments or ask 
questions the opportunity to do so . 
Many returns resulted in letters or 
telephone calls back to parents to 
clarify particular situations. 
"The questionnaire and the par-
ents ' newsletters serve to establish a 
communications link with parents who 
often call Mr. Perry 's office when they 
are not sure who to contact. He is able 
to direct their inquiries to the right 
person on campus, or when confidence 
is requested, to obtain the needed 
information himself " 
To the Editor 
Over the years I have enjoyed receiving 
the journal and generally found my-
self reading about members of my 
class and those classes that were close 
to me . Occasionally, there were arti-
cles of interest, however, I must admit 
that consistently over the years the 
journal was of moderate interest. 
Walter B. Dennen 's article was 
"right-on" and I want to compliment 
you and your staff with respect to the 
issue on genetic engineering. This jour-
nal was read by me cover-to-cover. 
Keep up the good work. 
To the Editor: 
HAROLD FLEIT '45 
Stamford , Conn . 
It was very gratifying and encouraging 
to note in your article that the "Jour-
nal" will be distributed to under-
graduates. I've always voiced the 
opinion that if better Alumni interest 
and participation is to be realized it's 
got to start during the undergraduate 
years. I've always felt that Tech has 
been remiss in this. This step is certain-
ly in the right direction . 
JOHN F. BRIERLY 'SO 
Glenview, Illinois 
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